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Domestic Politics and Systemic Constraints in Pakistan’s India
Policy
Rajesh Basrur1
Analysts commonly treat the Pakistan-India relationship as intractable or as an
―enduring rivalry.‖2 On the face of it, the long-standing conflict is easily explained by
the tug of war over Kashmir. Like any territorial dispute, this has two facets.
Internally, each state is motivated by inchoate but powerful notions of identity around
which their claims to that hapless land are wrapped. Externally, the wars and crises
between the two incomplete nations are similar to historical contests over land, most
famously the prolonged Franco-German dispute over Alsace-Lorraine in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As I will show, identity differences may shape a
relationship in important ways, but they are not immune to sudden turns of the
political tide.
This paper looks primarily at three questions. First, why has Pakistan persisted with a
costly policy of challenging India that has failed repeatedly to obtain full control of a
Kashmir that has been divided between them since the 1940s? Second, why did
Pakistan reverse its position and come close to bringing the protracted dispute come
close to a mutually agreed end circa 2007? And third, why did Pakistan then back out
of an impending deal by 2008, revert to its old revanchist position, and revive a zero
sum strategy that had never quite worked? The answers to these questions are best
obtained by examining the interplay between the twin dynamics of domestic and
inter-state politics.
Theoretically, I take as my starting point the neoclassical realist approach, which
looks at how domestic politics shapes states‘ strategic responses to the incentives
offered by the international system. But neoclassical realists, like realists of earlier
generations, tend to treat the international system undiscriminatingly as a realm of
anarchy and conflict, a misreading of reality which they have retained with
remarkable consistency. In contrast, I argue that states are in important respects
constrained by a high degree of interdependence, which prevents them from doing
certain things and encourages them to do others. It is this complex systemic
―structure‖ and its interplay with domestic politics that shapes the decisions of policy
makers.
The central argument I make is as follows. Identity has long been a powerful driver of
Pakistan‘s strategy toward India despite the structural weaknesses and repeated
failures it has faced. With the advent of nuclear weapons, notwithstanding the early
promise of an aggressive superficially low-cost strategy, the outbreak of crisis
underlined the risk of war and gave Pakistan strong incentives to alter its position on
1
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Kashmir. However, though nuclear risk compels states to avoid war, it does not
compel them to resolve their disputes. Whether the latter occurs depends on the costs
perceived by powerful domestic players. Under the present political dispensation in
Pakistan, the interests of the army determine how the state responds to incentives for
peace. Those interests allowed Pakistan under Pervez Musharraf to seek a
rapprochement with India. But as the army‘s position became uncertain, it asserted its
power over the new civilian government and revived its former strategy of fostering
tensions with India in order to secure its domestic position.
In the next section, I elaborate on the theoretical framework I have alluded to above.
The subsequent section, which responds to the central questions raised earlier, charts
the course of Pakistani strategy. Finally, I draw out the implications of my analysis for
the future – not by predicting what is to come, but by laying out the alternative
courses that may be followed depending on the nature of the civil-military balance in
Pakistan.
Systemic Incentives, Domestic Politics and International Relations Theory
Historically, realism, which has a rich tradition going at least as far back as
Thucydides and Kautilya, has held that international politics is a realm of self-centred
states behaving in repetitive patterns within an anarchic international system. These
patterns are characterized by endemic conflicts of interest and by the search for
power, which is the sole guarantee of survival in an environment in which the
potential for war is ever-present. From this perspective, state strategies and behaviour
are best understood as responses to the anarchic structure of the international system
and the distribution of power within it.3 Such an approach has much to tell us about
international politics, but there is also much that it does not. It is not particularly
helpful in explaining phenomena that are apparent in general form, such as why
liberal democratic states are at peace with one another or why nuclear-armed states
avoid war. More narrowly, it does not tell us why states reverse long-established
foreign policy positions, such as why the Soviet Union threw in the towel and ended
the Cold War.4 In South Asia, a structural approach offers no explanation for why Sri
Lanka in the mid-1990s chose to reverse its preference for a distant relationship with
India and call for free trade and defence cooperation agreements. 5 This last example is
particularly relevant here since it has a bearing on the possibility of peace between
Pakistan and India. Policy change does not necessarily derive from structural change,
but may result from domestic factors and the ways in which they interact with
systemic ones.
3
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Neoclassical realism offers explanations for unexpected policy outcomes by focusing
on the domestic politics of states.6 For instance, states may not play the balance of
power game, but may choose instead a strategy of bandwagoning, soft balancing, or
even ―underbalancing.‖7 What its exponents fail to discern is that in important ways,
the international system itself has changed. Where states enter into a relationship of
interdependence – whether economic or military – their incentives for the use of
power are sharply altered as the costs involved threaten to make victory, if there is
any possible, pyrrhic in the extreme. Oddly, structural realists often argue that nuclear
deterrence works very well because states possessing nuclear arms cannot afford to
fight each other, yet fail to appreciate the implications of this for an analysis which
rests on the distribution of power. Thus, for example, Kenneth Waltz, the doyen of
neorealism, holds that inter-state politics is all about power balances, yet argues that
with nuclear weapons, war is not a viable instrument of state policy.8 But if nuclear
weapons rule out rational war, then surely this has powerful implications for the
foreign and security policies of states. It means, in effect, that war can no longer be
decisive in ending a dispute, which in turn raises profound questions about the utility
of instruments of war. It also means that policymakers must pay unprecedented heed
to the risk of war and give priority to minimizing it. In short, the incentives for a
military solution are sharply reduced, while those for a political solution are greatly
increased. This is something realists, including neoclassical realists, have yet to fully
recognize.
Of course, states may not respond immediately or even fully to altered incentives. If
nuclear war is too risky, and if full-scale conventional war – just a threshold away – is
also hard to contemplate, then less perilous ways of applying force may still be
possible. After all, nuclear powers have from time to time engaged in fighting at the
margins: American and Chinese combat aircraft engaged in dogfights in Vietnam
during the mid-1960s and Soviet and Chinese ground forces clashed repeatedly during
the border conflict of 1969. Or they have used proxies to fight, as when Cuban troops
fought on behalf of the Soviet Union in Angola during the 1970s or when the United
States backed the Mujahideen against Soviet forces in Afghanistan during the 1980s.
Secondly, while incentives for a political solution may exist, they may not be pursued
for a long time. The Cold War went on for nearly three decades after the Cuban
Missile Crisis brought home the risks of nuclear confrontation. Similarly, the SinoSoviet face of the Cold War continued for two decades after their border fighting had
ended. How states actually respond to specific systemic incentives depends not only
6
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on the interactive character of their relationship, but in considerable part on their inner
political processes at any given time.
Below, I respond to the three key questions raised at the outset to explain Pakistan‘s
persistent efforts – even in a nuclearized environment – to wrest Kashmir from India
despite regular failures; the reversal of this strategy under President Pervez
Musharraf; and the collapse of this strategy in 2007. The first phase is explained in
terms of the opportunities offered by Pakistan‘s acquisition of nuclear weapons and
the continuing power of identity politics in shaping the civil-military tussle in its
hybrid political system. Reversal occurred when the aggressive strategy adopted not
only failed to bring the desired end, but – at a time when the military controlled the
reins of domestic power – brought new and heightened risk to Pakistan‘s future as an
aspiring nation-state. A second reversal took place when the military began to lose
control of the state, thereby causing it to reassert its dominance by reviving tensions
with India.
Explaining Pakistani Policy
Persistence in the Face of Failure
It is well known that domestic politics – specifically, the quest for a well-grounded
national identity – has driven Pakistan‘s policy on Kashmir and more generally on
India. About two-thirds of Kashmir, a Muslim-majority land, has remained with India
since the 1947-1948 war. For Pakistanis, this represents the ―unfinished business‖ of
Partition.9 But the problem goes deeper, since it is not clear to Pakistanis themselves
what the basis of their national identity is. 10 Mohammad Ali Jinnah, who led the
movement for the creation of the new state, sought political space for Muslims rather
than an Islamic state; yet he promised as early as January 1948 to base law on the
Sharia.11 Since then, the state has been caught between its relatively secular origins
and diverse perceptions, some of them radical and others moderate, of what its
relationship with Islam ought to be. Simultaneously, struggles over cultural hegemony
have pitted first east against west and, following the creation of Bangladesh in a
second partition (1971), the Punjabi-dominated elite against the rest.12 In the absence
9
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of a strong internal sense of identity brought by participation in the political process,
the principal source of Pakistani nationalism has been external, i.e. India and the
Kashmir problem.
In congruence with this, because of the weakness of the Pakistani state and its failure
to develop stable democratic institutions, the army has played a dominant role in
politics.13 It has directly ruled the country for long periods – from 1958 to 1971, 1977
to 1988 and 1999 to 2008 – and indirectly nearly all of the time, thus giving it the
character of a praetorian state. As a result, the trajectories of Pakistan‘s foreign and
domestic policies are invariably determined by the army‘s interests. And it is in the
army‘s interest to justify its dominance by, first, emphasizing the security threat from
India and, second, by playing the role of vanguard of the nation by continually
pushing the quest to obtain Kashmir with whatever instruments it can garner or
fashion.14
In contrast, Indian democracy has gradually percolated to the masses, and despite
periodic outbreaks of violence and the many drawbacks in what it has delivered to its
people, the bonds of national identity have strengthened steadily. The difference
between their identities is clear from the positions of the two countries on Kashmir.
Pakistan has – with the brief exception of the late Musharraf era – been unrelenting in
its quest to obtain all of Kashmir. In contrast, India, while continuing officially to
stand by its demand for the territory in its entirety, has been content with the status
quo and has made no attempt to detach the Pakistan-held portion of Kashmir. As a
consequence, the Pakistani response to the advent of nuclear weapons was initially
not so much a rethinking about the nature of the conflict-ridden relationship with
India, but a readiness to take advantage of the opening it offered by way of the
―stability/instability paradox.‖ 15 The original formulation of the concept held that
while nuclear powers are afraid to fight a nuclear war, their knowledge of this
commonly held fear allows them to fight conventional war without worrying too
much about escalation. In practice, this has not been the case – nuclear powers have
never felt the confidence to enter into full-scale conventional war. But, as noted
above, they have on occasion used tactics at a level below that of full-scale
conventional war to pursue strongly desired policy ends.
A series of efforts to put pressure on India had previously met with limited or no
success. The 1947-48 war had enabled Pakistan to obtain a small part of Kashmir.
Nothing more was added in 1965. The 1971 war – which must properly be seen as
initiated by India as a consequence of the previous episodes – led to the bifurcation
and weakening of Pakistan. Why then did Islamabad persist with its failed policy? In
fact, for all of two decades it did not. Between 1971 and around 1990, Pakistan was
materially weakened and constrained by the knowledge that military means offered
13
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little scope for obtaining Kashmir. But the year 1990 brought an opportunity. By this
time, Pakistani confidence was bolstered by the covert acquisition of nuclear weapons
at some time in the mid-1980s. Across the border, a major insurgency appeared in the
Indian-held portion of Kashmir, officially known as the state of Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K). This gave Pakistan an opening to step in covertly and provide assistance to the
insurgents. At about the same time, the risk of nuclear conflict began to rear its head.
With the two countries now nuclear weapons-capable, a border confrontation between
their armed forces – the so-called ―compound crisis‖ of 1990 – brought to the fore an
awareness on both sides that the risk of nuclear conflict was a very real one. 16
Pakistani leaders faced a choice – if they pressurized India by backing militancy in
Kashmir, they risked destabilizing the strategic relationship with it. If they opted for
stability, it meant virtually giving up the quest for Kashmir. They chose the former
course, trying to reduce the risk by adopting a deniable strategy of covertly backing
militants carrying out violent and often indiscriminate attacks in Indian-held Kashmir.
In 1999, similarly, they initiated a crisis in Kargil by covertly occupying territory on
the Indian side of the agreed Line of Control (LoC), which led to a short but intense
clash of arms.17 Though the calculation was clearly that India no longer had recourse
to war against a nuclearized Pakistan, there was nevertheless a risk as India was likely
to consider – and did – options short of war that could produce crises – and did.
Why did Pakistan persist with a strategy that had been dogged by failure and was
likely to be risky in a nuclearized environment? The domestic political dynamic has
been outlined above. The idea of Pakistan, still elusive, reinforced the vital
importance of obtaining Kashmir. Its intensity meant that the attraction of a new
opportunity to acquire Kashmir outweighed the risks associated with the quest.
Psychologically, this was made easier by a ―motivated bias,‖ a misjudgment that
inclines people under pressure to believe they will succeed even when the odds are
long. 18 That bias was especially long within the army, which had long exercised
control over all major strategic decisions in Pakistan‘s hybrid political system.19
For the Pakistan Army, the strategy of pushing the envelope with India was also
politically useful in bolstering its position in a period when Pakistan was under
civilian rule. The 1990 crisis was initiated by Pakistan shortly after the shift of power
in 1988 from Zia ul Haq‘s military regime to an elected democratic government under
Benazir Bhutto. The Kargil initiative had a similar background. At the time, power
was in the hands of Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, whose party held a huge majority in
the National Assembly. In April 1997, Navy Chief Admiral Mansoor-ul-Haq was
dismissed for corruption and in October 1998 Army Chief General Jehangir Karamat
was forced to resign following a dispute over the army‘s role in the National Security
Council. Not long afterward, the new army chief, General Musharraf, dusted off an
old plan and launched the incursion into Kargil.
16
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Thus, the interests and perceptions of the military were critical in pushing a forceful
agenda vis-à-vis Kashmir and India in a nuclearized environment. Ironically, though
the Kargil strategy failed and Pakistani forces were compelled to retreat, the ensuing
confrontation led to a military coup by which Musharraf displaced Nawaz in October
1999. In the meantime, the military‘s strategy of putting India under tremendous
pressure by backing militants in Kashmir was sustained.20 Pakistani assistance began
with support offered to groups such as the independence-minded Jammu and Kashmir
Liberation Front (JKLF) and later the more pro-Pakistani Hizbul Mujahideen, both of
which had a base in J&K. Still later, the main support went to Pakistan-based groups
such as the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM). Musharraf was
subsequently to affirm publicly that the strategy was successful. Contrary to the
widespread perception, he claimed in his 2006 memoir, Kargil achieved a signal
success: ―whatever movement has taken place so far in the direction of finding a
solution to Kashmir is due considerably to the Kargil conflict.‖21 In an interview in
2009, he reiterated this view, adding that ―Mujahideen activity‖ had also forced India
to ―come to the table.‖22
Musharraf’s Reversal
In practice, Musharraf‘s expectations of advantage did not quite work out. His claim
that India was compelled to negotiate is correct, but beyond that, Pakistan obtained
nothing in terms of its long-held position that all of Kashmir should be on its side of
the border. If anything, Pakistan had to concede more than India in abandoning its
demand for a plebiscite in Kashmir – a position it subsequently reversed.23 The talks
did move forward quite a bit, but India stuck to its guns in rejecting any change in
borders. Musharraf acceded and in 2006 shifted his position significantly, suggesting
joint management of Kashmir, in effect undercutting Pakistan‘s hitherto nonnegotiable stand on full sovereignty over the territory.24 He also began to cut back
significantly on support for the jihadi groups fighting in Kashmir. 25 The separatist
leader Mirwaiz Umar Farooq was sufficiently alarmed to ask Musharraf to go slow on
the process. 26 Why did Musharraf change his approach? Apart from the lack of
success in obtaining major concessions from India, a number of reasons may be
adduced.
At the level of the international system, the advent of nuclear weapons had a powerful
impact on the behaviour of the two states. As mentioned earlier, the expectation of
gain lay behind the Pakistani strategy of exploiting the stability/instability paradox.
20
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But the other side of the coin was soon evident. As with other nuclear rivalries, a
tendency toward confrontation and crisis quickly manifested itself. The United States
and the Soviet Union experienced major crises in Berlin in 1961 and Cuba in 1962;
the Soviet Union and China came to blows along their border in 1969. India and
Pakistan as nuclear powers confronted each other in a chain of crises in 1990, 1999,
and 2001-02.27 The risk of a nuclear conflict was quickly brought home to leaders on
both sides and, notwithstanding much rhetoric, their actual behaviour during the crises
was very cautious.28 Neither side moved – even in Kargil – beyond the threshold of
marginal conflict. Yet they could not have been unaware that the first step on the
slippery slope to war can be an unintended one. The nuclear environment had not only
taken away from the state the military instrument of power, but now compelled it to
cooperate with its adversary in avoiding war.29 The focus henceforth would have to be
on non-military instruments.
Here, Pakistan was at a disadvantage. Economically, it had always been much smaller
than India. Politically, it had sought through alliances with the United States and
China to beef up its positions. But by the early years of the twenty-first century, India
was breaking out of its subcontinental shell and was widely recognized as an
emerging power. There was no greater evidence of this than the growing defence
cooperation between it and the United States in a new game beginning to be played on
the global stage: a triangular politics between them and China. 30 Proof of the US
acknowledgement of India‘s strategic significance was the considerable political
capital it invested in enabling India to bypass the nonproliferation regime‘s
restrictions on nuclear trade. President George W. Bush in effect persuaded all the
great powers to recognize India‘s status as a nuclear-armed state. Though this process
was stretched out, it had already begun to gather pace from 2005. In short, while
Pakistan was buffeted by political crisis, India ploughed ahead and increased the gap
between them. The political window for Pakistan‘s use of pressure tactics on Kashmir
was surely but firmly closing.
Simultaneously, the internal crisis in Pakistan worsened. The tide of militancy
sweeping through the borderlands to the west grew rapidly, while extremist violence
within the Punjabi heartland stepped up. Extremists occupied the Lal Masjid (Red
Mosque) in Islamabad and had ultimately to be ejected through a major military
operation in July 2007. Members of terrorist groups like the LeT and the JeM joined
the Pakistani Taliban by the thousands. 31 Pakistan‘s economy faltered and debt
27
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ballooned, compelling it to approach the International Monetary Fund for a bail-out.32
Two attempts to assassinate Musharraf failed by a whisker. His domestic reform
efforts – to establish state control over madrasas and to push through grass-roots
participation in administration through a new system of local government – yielded no
significant result. As on previous occasions, the military in power produced more
problems than it solved.33
Thus, the combination of systemic and domestic factors produced a reversal of policy.
Nuclear interdependence at the systemic level not only ruled out the use of military
instruments, but generated new incentives for cooperation. The tough governance
battle at home provided the additional incentive for a change of heart on Kashmir.
There is an interesting resemblance between Musharraf‘s turnaround and Mikhail
Gorbachev‘s willingness to stage a foreign policy retreat in order to tackle the Soviet
Union‘s domestic problems. Pakistan in January 2004 entered into a ―Composite
Dialogue‖ with India that covered a range of eight issues from Kashmir to nuclear
confidence building and water-related disputes.34 By 2007, the negotiations had made
unexpected strides on the key issue of Kashmir. It was agreed that communication and
trade would be increased between the two sides of Kashmir, that the LoC would be
progressively turned into a ―soft‖ line of demarcation between them, and that the two
countries would develop a mechanism to propel the process forward.35 Backchannel
diplomacy brought the process to the verge of what looked like a breakthrough. 36 But
by mid-2007, Musharraf‘s political fortunes had ebbed and the whole process quickly
unravelled.
Musharraf’s Exit and the Second Reversal
By early 2007, Musharraf was in trouble. His relationship with the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry, deteriorated as the latter took an
increasingly independent stand on a series of issues. Most dangerously, from
Musharraf‘s point of view, he took suo moto notice of the disappearances of a large
number of individuals arrested by security forces. 37 In March 2007, Musharraf
suspended Chaudhry, but in July a full bench of the Court reinstated him, thereby
precipitating a major crisis. In November, Musharraf declared an emergency and
sacked most of the Court‘s judges. But the writing was on the wall: in the same
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month, amidst growing protests, he was forced to doff his uniform and nominate
General Ashfaq Kayani as his successor. In the months that followed, an upsurge of
public democratic sentiment, led by the lawyer community, eroded his position
steadily till he was forced to call elections in February 2008 and ultimately to step
down that August under threat of impeachment. To add to the ―toxic cocktail,‖
terrorist violence proliferated, moving from the remote tribal region to the plains, and
a spate of suicide bombings swept the country.38 Ironically, the low-key negotiating
process with India was simultaneously gaining momentum. As Khurshid Kasuri, then
Foreign Minister, was later to describe it, the process had reached a stage ―so
advanced that we'd come to semicolons.‖39 Kashmiris were to be allowed freedom of
movement on either side of the LoC, autonomy vis-à-vis their respective
governments, and participation in a ―joint mechanism‖ for governance. 40 But
Musharraf‘s domestic troubles meant he did not have the political clout to push the
deal through.
The peace process soon ground to a halt. In January 2008, a senior Pakistani minister
accused India of backing insurgents in restive Balochistan.41 In February, a phalanx of
retired generals demanded a jihad to ―liberate‖ Kashmir.42 On July 7, 2008, the Indian
Embassy in Kabul was bombed, killing 54, including the Defence Attaché. This
renewed Indian hostility as evidence was quickly forthcoming that the attack had been
orchestrated by the Pakistan army‘s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). 43 From July,
Pakistani and Indian troops exchanged fire periodically along the LoC, sometimes
with fatal results. 44 It was apparent that the Pakistani military had abandoned
Musharraf‘s conciliatory approach. Since General Kayani and his colleagues had
clearly been on board the peace process, the question was why they backed away
from it. After all, the incentives for a rapprochement remained in place: the nuclear
risk had not gone away and internal conditions were, if anything, even worse.
Externally, one important development was the increasing tension between Pakistan
and India over Afghanistan. 45 India had developed a warm relationship with the
Karzai regime in Kabul, had established consulates in several Afghan cities, and was
constructing a major road close to the Pakistan border. Pakistani strategists felt
38
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threatened by what they saw as encirclement by India and their loss of ―strategic
depth,‖ a cherished concept that required them to hold sway over Afghanistan in the
event of a war against their old adversary.46 From their point of view, an additional
concern was that if American forces withdrew from Afghanistan, India would fill the
vacuum and, as a Pakistani general put it, ―surround us and annihilate us.‖47 Besides,
Pakistan has always tried to control Afghanistan since the latter does not recognize
the Durand Line, which divides the two countries, leaving ethnic Pushtuns on both
sides. But this does not provide an adequate explanation for the Pakistan Army‘s Uturn. Pakistani fears about a US pullout were by no means new. The US had given
notice of its intention to reduce its role by handing over command to NATO as early
as 2005 and Pakistani as well as Afghan officials took this to mean that Washington
was looking for a way out. 48 Yet Musharraf and his generals persisted with their
efforts to build bridges with India.
While there is no direct evidence, it is a fair inference that what drove Kayani and his
general staff to back away from a deal on Kashmir and revive tensions was the
military‘s increasingly uncertain domestic position. Musharraf had left the country in
a shambles, the army‘s reputation in shreds. There was no saying what the incoming
civilian government might do. The experience with Nawaz Sharif could not but have
weighed heavily with the generals. Moreover, the return of Chief Justice Chaudhry
was on the cards (he was eventually reinstated in March 2009), which meant a
number of military skeletons that had been stuffed in the closet by Musharraf, would
come tumbling out. As it happened, they did, a notable instance being the massive
loan write-offs obtained by high-ranking officers.49 After Musharraf‘s fall, the army
had to lose no time in covering its less admirable actions. In September 2009, it got
acting President Muhammadmian Soomro to condone the illegal sale and commercial
use, including future use, of large tracts of land. 50 And of course, the question of
missing persons remained. In sum, the military was in a vulnerable position. As it
happens, it has held on to the reins of power without much difficulty and, at the time
of writing (July 2010) remains very much in charge. But at the time of transition, with
the power balance shifting away from it, the army could not have felt sanguine about
its future. The revival of tensions with India was therefore calculated to shore up its
position in a time of domestic uncertainty.
Conclusion
Domestic politics has been a powerful propellant of Pakistan‘s strategic policy toward
India. In the early decades after independence, this strategy utilized not only
diplomatic means to obtain control of Kashmir, but military instruments as well, until
the defeat of 1971 brought a period of moderation. Thereafter, Pakistan‘s acquisition
of nuclear weapons gave it security from Indian attack and, notwithstanding the risk,
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the opportunity to press its advantage via the stability/instability paradox by backing
militancy in Kashmir and launching the Kargil enterprise. At junctures when the army
was on the back foot – 1990, 1999 and 2007-08 – the army took the offensive against
India through subconventional means. Openings were provided by developments in
Indian domestic politics and especially by India‘s inability to come to terms with
militancy and public discontent in J&K.51 However, the crises that followed and his
inability to extract concessions persuaded Musharraf to reverse policy and opt for a
negotiated solution in which Pakistan would make major concessions and abandon the
claim to all of Kashmir. This was an acceptable solution for the army as long as its
own position was secure. As Musharraf‘s political star waned, the army, seeking to
restore its declining position, revived its offensive policy toward India and the peace
process that appeared to have come close to fruition collapsed.
What does this imply for the future? Clearly, Pakistan‘s options are limited. Military
action is ruled out. The use of jihadis to pressurize India has yielded no movement
toward the acquisition of Kashmir. On the contrary, it has produced an internal threat
as many of the jihadis once used against India have turned against their backers. But
while it may not be in the country‘s interest to persist with a failed policy, it remains
in the army‘s interest to do so in order to underline its claim to being the saviour of
national solidarity. It is clear from the preceding analysis that, as long as the army is
insecure, it is likely to push a policy that keeps the embers of tension with India
smouldering. Current conditions do not offer much room for optimism. The civilmilitary balance remains uncertain as the major political parties jockey for advantage,
the Supreme Court pursues a strong agenda emphasizing the rule of law that threatens
both civilian and military leaders, and the army is determined to retain its hold on the
body politic. For the return of a meaningful peace process, any one of three
developments must occur, each of which requires a satisfied army. The first
possibility is that the army decides to return to the barracks permanently, which
requires a fundamental reorientation on its part. The second is that the army and the
civilian community, including the judiciary, reach a stable equilibrium in which the
army‘s interests as a major political player are protected. And the third is that the
army once again takes hold of the reins of power directly. At the present juncture, it is
not at all clear which course the country‘s politics will take.
From the theoretical perspective, this paper has shown that a proper understanding of
Pakistan‘s India policy requires an analysis of the interaction between the dynamics of
the international system and that of domestic politics. The realist position, which
emphasizes conflicts of interest and the distribution of power, misses a key
component of real world politics: the interdependence produced by nuclear weapons.
As shown above, the nuclearization of the Pakistan-India relationship has not only
made the use of military power unviable, but created a mutual interest in risk
avoidance – an imperative that repeated crises have highlighted. 52 But while the
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interdependence produced by nuclear weapons represents a new and powerful
incentive to cooperate, it cannot by itself ensure a stable framework of cooperation.
The extent of cooperation and stability ultimately rests on domestic politics. The
future of Pakistan‘s relationship with India thus rests to a large degree on the domestic
power equation in Pakistan, more specifically the position of the army in it.
Neoclassical realists would do well to appreciate that policy is not simply the
domestic response to an unchanging system, but that the system itself has changed in
important ways, which makes for a complex interaction between the two levels of
analysis.
***
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looms when a crisis builds up, which is precisely when the army has observed great caution on the
ground.
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